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Summary – This report concerns various proposals to make amendments to the 
design of approved holiday units at Richmond Park Golf Club, Watton.  Issues 
relating to planning conditions and changes to legal agreements are also covered.     

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
This report concerns proposed changes to the layout and design of approved holiday 
units at Richmond Park Golf Course in Watton.  Work on the construction of the 
development is underway. Matters relating to compliance with existing planning 
conditions are also considered here. 
 
Planning permission was granted in September 2007 for a tourism development at 
Richmond Park Golf Course comprising 22 holiday dwellings, 24 holiday apartments 
and a leisure centre.  This permission was subject to a number of planning conditions 
and a legal agreement limiting use to holiday purposes only.  The proposed 
development would link the existing golf clubhouse complex to a group of six existing 
holiday dwellings located to the west.   
 
2.  KEY DECISION 
This is not a key decision.   
 
3.  COUNCIL PRIORITIES 
The following Council priorities are relevant to this report: 

• A safe and healthy environment 

• A well planned place to live and work 
 
4.  CONSULTATIONS 
Watton Town Council has raised no objection to the proposed revisions to the 
approved holiday development.      
 
Norfolk County Council, as Highway Authority, has raised no objection to the 
applications. 
 
Letters of objection to the proposed alterations to plots 7-13 have been received from 
neighbours who are concerned about increased overlooking, loss of privacy, the 
scale of the development, restricted parking and impacts on trees/hedging. 
 
5.  POLICY  
Relevant national planning policy can be found in PPS4 ‘Planning for Sustainable 
Economic Growth’, PPS7 ‘Sustainable Development in Rural Areas’,  and the ‘Good 
Practice Guide on Planning For Tourism’.  Policy DC8 of the Council’s Core Strategy 



sets out local planning policy on tourism related developments.  Also of particular 
relevance are Core Strategy Policies CP11 (Landscape Protection) and DC1 
(Protection of Amenity). 
 
6.  ASSESSMENT 
The main issues raised by the proposed revisions to the approved holiday 
development at Richmond Park concern the likely effects on the amenities of 
neighbours and on the appearance of the development.  Policy matters are relevant 
in respect of the need to restrict the use of the proposed accommodation to holiday 
purposes only.  Issues of highway safety, the appearance of the development and 
flooding are relevant in respect of the planning conditions.    
 
Three separate applications have been made for amendments to the form and 
design of the holiday units approved in 2007 under reference 3PL/2006/1163/F.  
These applications were submitted in 2007, 2008 and 2010, and relate to 13 holiday 
units in total.  Work has started on parts of the development, and so elements of the 
applications are retrospective.   
 
Application 3PL/2007/1310/F seeks planning permission for 6 holiday units on plots 
19-24 in place of the 10 units approved originally on this part of the site.  The new 
units would all be 4 bedroom properties rather than the mixture of 2, 3 and 4 
bedroom units proposed previously. Overall, the proposal would result in a net 
reduction of 3 bedrooms.   
 
It is considered that the revised proposals for this part of the scheme would not harm 
the appearance of the development or impinge unduly on the amenities of adjacent 
holiday units.  The scale and design of the new buildings would be similar to existing 
and proposed units nearby, and the general arrangement of units facing onto the golf 
course would be maintained.  Parking provision would be reduced slightly.  No 
objections have been raised locally to this part of the development.   
 
It is recommended, therefore, that permission is granted subject to conditions and a 
legal agreement restricting occupation to holiday use.  Conditions would include 
those attached to the original permission (where still appropriate), adjusted to 
accommodate the phased approach to the development being adopted.  It is 
recommended that a construction management condition is attached to deal with 
matters such as construction working hours, storage of plant/machinery, etc.   
 
Work to draft a new legal agreement began in 2007, but despite protracted 
negotiations, this remains outstanding.  In order to bring matters to a conclusion it is 
suggested that a time limit of 3 months should be imposed within which the 
agreement must be completed.  If not, it is recommended that permission is refused 
on the grounds that, in the absence of suitable occupancy restrictions, the units could 
be used as permanent dwellings in conflict with planning policy.   
 
Application 3PL/2008/1157/F proposes a revised design for 3 holiday units on plots 
11-13.  The changes proposed include enlarged rear balcony wings to two of the 
units and altered window arrangements generally.  Additional accommodation is 
proposed in the roofspace and the main living areas would be relocated from the 
ground floor to the first floor.  There would be a net increase in 3 bedrooms.   
 
The scale and design of the proposed units would be similar to those approved 
previously and would be compatible with the appearance of the development as a 
whole.  The height and position of the proposed units are the same as shown on the 
originally approved plans, but the enlarged footprint resulting from the proposed 



balcony wings would reduce rear garden/landscaping areas.  The loss of space 
available for landscaping close to the site boundary would be regrettable but it is not 
considered sufficient to justify a refusal of permission.  A revised landscaping 
scheme could be required by condition. 
 
Objections have been raised by the occupants of existing holiday units directly 
opposite who are concerned that the revised proposals would be visually imposing, 
result in a loss of amenity due to increased overlooking and increase pressure on 
parking facilities.  Whilst these concerns are acknowledged, it is not considered that 
the changes proposed to the design of the holiday units would result in any material 
impact on the amenities of existing units.   
 
It is recommended, therefore, that permission is granted subject to conditions and a 
legal agreement restricting occupation to holiday use.  Conditions would include 
those attached to the original permission (where still appropriate), adjusted to 
accommodate the phased approach to the development being adopted.  It is 
recommended that a construction management condition is attached to deal with 
matters such as construction working hours, storage of plant/machinery, etc.   
 
Work to draft a new legal agreement began in 2008, but despite protracted 
negotiations, this remains outstanding.  In order to bring matters to a conclusion it is 
suggested that a time limit of 3 months should be imposed within which the 
agreement must be completed.  If not, it is recommended that permission is refused 
on the grounds that, in the absence of suitable occupancy restrictions, the units could 
be used as permanent dwellings in conflict with planning policy.   
 
Application 3PL/2010/0533/F proposes, as a material minor amendment, a revised 
design for 4 holiday units on plots 7-10.  It is proposed to increase the size of the 
units from 2 to 3 bedroom properties.  This would be achieved by an increase in the 
length of the building and the introduction of accommodation in the roofspace.  
Changes to the design of elevations are also proposed, together with the addition of 
substantial balconies to the rear, equipped with hot tubs.  The height of the building 
would not be increased.  The layout of the units would be similar to the approved 
scheme, although the enlarged footprint resulting from the increased unit size and 
balconies has necessitated changes to the parking arrangements and would result in 
a slight reduction in available landscaping space.  This part of the development is 
now substantially complete.   
 
Objections have been raised by neighbours about the impact of the development on 
local amenities and parking.  The potential for overlooking from the new balconies is 
a particular focus of local concern.  The balconies would face westwards towards 
existing residential properties on Swaffham Road and would be located within 4-7 
metres of the site boundary.  A degree of overlooking of adjacent garden land is 
inevitable therefore.   However, such effects would be mitigated to a degree by the 
screening provided by existing boundary hedging (although this would be less 
effective during the winter months) and by distance (the dwellings on Swaffham Road 
are situated at least 110 metres away from the balconies).  In order to address 
overlooking of adjacent curtilages some additional screening could be provided to the 
balconies themselves (perhaps in the form of slatted timber panels) and by 
supplementary landscaping to the boundary.  Members’ views are requested on this 
point.   
 
In terms of its appearance it is considered that the revised building design for plots 7-
10 would be consistent with the design of the remainder of the development.  Whilst 
the proposed balconies would not be particularly elegant in appearance, they would 



have a limited visual impact on the development as a whole, being largely screened 
by the main building.  Following discussions with the applicant, an amended parking 
layout has been proposed.  This would provide the required number of spaces, 
although access to some spaces would be restricted. 
 
It is recommended, therefore, that permission is granted subject to conditions and a 
legal agreement restricting occupation to holiday use.  Conditions would include 
those attached to the original permission (where still appropriate), adjusted to 
accommodate the phased approach to the development being adopted.  It is 
recommended that a construction management condition is attached to deal with 
matters such as construction working hours, storage of plant/machinery, etc.   
 
As with the applications referred to above, it is recommended that a time limit of 3 
months be set for the completion of the required legal agreement.  If an agreement is 
not completed, it is recommended that permission is refused on the grounds that in 
the absence of suitable restrictions the units could be used as permanent dwellings 
in conflict with planning policy.  Authorisation for any necessary enforcement action is 
requested in order to prevent full residential use, and to secure any additional 
screening of the balconies required. 
 
Planning conditions 
The planning permission granted in 2007 for holiday development is subject to a 
number of planning conditions requiring various detailed matters to be agreed and 
works to be undertaken prior to the first occupation of the development.  A number of 
matters have already been agreed, whilst others are subject to a discharge of 
conditions application that is currently under consideration. 
 
It is a requirement on the planning permission that a scheme of off-site highway 
improvements is completed prior to first occupation of the development.  The agreed 
scheme comprises the construction of a new footway along Saham Road and 
improvements to the junction of Saham Road and Brandon Road.  Detailed 
proposals have been agreed under the planning permission.  The improvement 
works have not yet been started. It is also a requirement of the planning permission 
that access and parking within the site be provided before first occupation. 
 
Information has been provided by a number of neighbours indicating that the recently 
constructed units (plots 7-10) are being occupied.  This would be in breach of the 
planning condition requiring the highway improvements and access/parking to be 
completed. The developer has stated that the recently constructed units have been 
prepared for marketing purposes, but have not yet been occupied.  A Planning 
Contravention Notice could be served in order to determine legally the nature of 
existing activities.   
 
The negotiation of a s278 agreement with the Highway Authority suggests a firm 
commitment on the part of the developer to secure the works.  However, given the 
delays experienced in the completion of other legal agreements, it is not 
unreasonable to approach this matter with a degree of a caution.  In the 
circumstances it is recommended that authorisation be granted to take any 
necessary enforcement action in the event that the development is occupied before 
the highway improvements have been undertaken.   
 
The commencement of the development is in breach of conditions 4 and 9 relating 
respectively to the implementation of landscaping and approval of drainage 
proposals.   Both of these matters are included within a discharge of conditions 
application submitted in December 2010 and are currently under consideration.   



 
7.  RECOMMENDATION 
It is recommended that the amendment applications (references 3PL/2007/1310/F, 
3PL/2008/1157/F and 3PL/2010/0533/F) are granted planning permission, subject to 
conditions and to the completion of a section 106 agreement restricting use to 
holiday purposes.  In the event that the legal agreement is not completed within 3 
months, then the applications should be refused.  Authorisation is requested to 
enforce, if necessary, against any breach of condition no.8 of planning permission 
3PL/2006/1163/F in the event that the development is occupied in advance of the 
completion of the required highway improvements.   


